2017 WONDERLAB DONORS

CORPORATE, FOUNDATION, ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT CASH DONORS ($100 AND ABOVE)

**Palladium ($10,000+)**
- Boston Scientific Foundation
- Brabson Library and Educational Foundation
- Community Foundation of Bloomington and Monroe County
- Cook, Inc.
- MCCSC (21st Century Comm Learning Center Grant)
- National Science Foundation (Peppler Grant subaward)
- Old National Bank Foundation
- Raymond Foundation

**Platinum ($5,000-$9,999)**
- The George E. Archer Foundation, Inc.
- Gordon Flesch Company, Inc.
- National Science Foundation (Mukhopadhyay Grant subaward)
- National Science Foundation (Moczek Grant subaward)
- Premier Healthcare Foundation
- Royal on the Eastside and Subaru of America
- Solution Tree

**Gold ($2,500-$4,999)**
- Bloomington Oral Surgery
- Goodman Campbell Brain and Spine
- IU Credit Union
- Ivy Tech Community College Bloomington
- Liberty Family Dentistry
- TASUS Corporation

**Silver ($1,000-$2,499)**
- Building Associates, Inc.
- Dr. K. Luke Eades, D.D.S.
- EARN Indiana
- ExxonMobil Foundation
- FC Tucker/Bloomington REALTORS
- German American Bank
- Griffin Realty
- Hurlow Wealth Management Group Inc
- Indiana Cut Stone
- Innovative Financial Solutions, Inc
- IU Health Bloomington
- IU SPEA Graduate Student Association
- Mira Salon and Spa
- National Science Foundation (Sabanovic Grant subaward)
- Old National Bank
- Paragon Tec, Inc.
- Psi Iota Xi, Zeta Chapter, Bloomington
- Thrift Store
- Quality Mill Supply Co., Inc.
- National Science Foundation (Skrabalak Grant)
- Southern Indiana Radiological Associates, Inc.

**Copper ($500-$999)**
- Bill C. Brown Associates
- BKD, CPAs & Advisors
- Blue & Co., LLC
- Community Ford Lincoln
- First Insurance Group, Inc.
- Indiana Arts Commission, Brown County Community Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts
- The Indiana Youth Institute
- Räke Cabinet and Surface Solutions
- Sterling Real Estate
- United Way of Monroe County, Inc.

**Friends ($100-$499)**
- The Back Door
- Baxter International Foundation
- Bell Trace
- Boeing Employees Credit Union
- Christine Mathieu Architect, In Memory of Norma P. Schlesinger
- Function Brewing
- Kroger Community Rewards
- Oddball Fermentables
- Peacetree Mountain Truffles
- The Tap
- World Wide Automotive Service, In Honor of Fran Weinberg

**INDIVIDUAL DONORS (TAX-DEDUCTIBLE CASH DONATIONS OF $100 AND ABOVE)**

**Partner ($10,000+)**
- Richard Blenz
- Jean Creek and Doris Shoultz-Creek
- William B. and Dorothy R. Innes*
- deceased
- Catherine Olmer, In Memory of Norma Olmer
- Elseieferne Stout* deceased

**Patron ($5,000-$9,999)**
- Karen Jepson-Innes and Roger Innes
- Beth and Rudolf Raff
- F. Rudolf Turner* deceased

**Investor ($1,000-$4,999)**
- Eva and Matt Allen
- Andrew Bachner
- Michael and Beverly Baker
- Tom and Helen Busch
- Earl and Rhonda Craig
- Andy and Tina Cron

Keith Davis and Uma Sankar-Davis
Tim and Christine Devitt
Robbie Elliott
Karen Howe Fernandez and John Fernandez
James and Joyce Grandorf
Roger Hanagar
Lois Heiser
Bill Howard
Kenneth and Mary Ann Johnson
Ashley Johnson-Wilcoxon and Stephen Wilcoxon
Jeff and Lissi Jones
Jeffrey and Barbara Kaden
Robert and Suzanne Mann
Laurie Burns McRobbie and Michael McRobbie
Patrick and Martha Michelson
Deborah and Gerald Miller, In Memory of Dan Miller
Elaine Monaghan and Lee Feinstein
William and Kathleen Oliver
Valerie and Robert O’Loughlin
David Ondrik, In Memory of Michael Ondrik
Catherine and Leo Pilachowski
David and Melissa Quick
Kenneth and Pamela Roberts
Gavin and Megan Rothrock
Kathleen Ruesink
Scott and Ruth Sanders
Ed and Noelle Schaekel
Kathy Schick and Nick Toth
Louise Schlesinger and Ralph Gaebler, In Memory of Norma P. Schlesinger
Phyllis Schweitzer
Don and Melinda Seader
Scott and Susan Smart
Tim and Jill Steiner
Jim and Patti Suttner
Crystal Taylor-Baker and Ernie Baker
Kevin and Beth Theile
Elizabeth and Fred von Herrmann
Laura and Nick Weiss
John and Sue West
Adam and Diana Zlotnick
Mimi Zolan and Jeffrey Palmer

**Friend ($500-$999)**
Sandra Andersen
Paul and Margie Anderson
William Fuqua and Amy Berndtson
Elisabeth and Talmage Bosin
Bennet and Cynthia Brabson
Sharry Doyle, In Memory of Norma P.
Schrlesinger
Ann and Allan Edmonds
Mallory Elver
Jacob and Molly Farmer
Sherry and Gary Fitzgerald
Bob Flynn and Yvonne Wittmann
Friend of WonderLab
Kristi and Kevin Gibbs
Steven and Laura Gottlieb, In Memory of Jim Swihart
Donald and Nicole Griffin
Debby Herbenick and Rick Dietz
Robert and Joan Hongen
Ke Hu
David and Cheryl Jenkins
Chip Johnson
Amy and Kenyon Kopp
Jacob and Sarah Leeds
Tim and Gail Londergan, In Memory of Jim Swihart
Diane and Craig Pikaard
Sierra and Daniel Roussos
Louis Schwitzer
Jay Sissom and Laura Kress
Esther Smail, In Memory of Norma P.
Schrlesinger
Patti Spieth and Jim Suttner
Jason Tennessen and Laura Knudson

Stephanie Topolgus
Brittany Turner Purvis and Jonathan Purvis
Von Welch, In Honor of the IU CACR Staff

**Supporter ($250-$499)**
Franklin and Sandra Acito
Sarah Baumgart and Bill Lozowski, In Memory of Helen Gibbons
Donna Bernens-Kinkead
Victor Bongard
Geoff Bradley and Megan Ray
Katie and Michael Burris
Brian and Elise Calvi
James Carter
Sandra and Fred Churchill
Russ Clinton and Juliana Burrell
Susan Cote
Doug and Randi Edmonds
Mary Lynn and Jeff Elver
Patricia Foster and Andrew Hanson
Robert Gonyea and Wen Qi
Mary Hallett
John Hamilton and Dawn Johnsen
Christopher Harmon
Margaret Jean Intons-Peterson
Miles and Marjorie Kanne
Kate Kroll
Jennifer and Randy Lloyd
Dan and Judith Maki
Amy and Kevin Makice
Elizabeth Mann
Christopher and Erin Martoglio
Daniel and Alexandra Matthews
Susanne and Timothy Mayer
Darby McCarty
Ann Ames and Mark Messier
Marta and John Miller
Stuart and Ellen MuSion
Brandon and Helene O’Leary
Alison Polley
Ilona Richey
Lisa and Shannon Roberts
Paul and Natalie Rodibaugh
Catherine and William Ruf
Joan Ryan
Michael Ryan
Eric and Laura Scheper
Curtis and Judith Simic
Mary and Kim Sommer
Susan and Paul Sullivan
Jason Tennessen and Laura Knudson
Susan and Macklin Thomas
Martie Vandeventer
Richard and Mary Van Kooten
Michael Wade and Debra Rush-Wade
Melanie Walker
Nancy and Allen White
Brian and Allison Yanites
Charlotte Zietlow

**Contributor ($100-$249)**
Deb Allmayer and Jim Williams
Pat Anderson
Robert and Jamie Andree
Debora Backhus
Mike Baker and Lia Ozolins Baker
Caroline Beebe
Catherine Beeker
John and Sara Beggs
Mary Alice Bent
Jordan and Jennifer Black
James and Anne Bright
Butske-Mukhopadhyay Family
Dawn Calabia, In Memory of Jen Philips
Peter and Lucy Cherbas
Alice Cloutier
James Craig
Teresa Creek and John Brumleve
Mark and Jean Dayton
Pat Denny
Kelly and Romualdo deSouza
Joseph Elkins
Dennis Elliott
Linda and Jim Fariss, In Memory of Norma P.
Schrlesinger
Jennifer Fleissner-Kates and Joshua Kates
Sara Friedman and Gardner Bovingdon
Friend of WonderLab

Erin and Eric Gerecke
Kevin and Kristi Gibbs
Gabe Gloden and Emily Goodson
Brock and Erin Goggins
Laura and Steven Gottlieb, In Memory of Jim Swihart
James and Charlotte Griffin
Michael Hamburger and Jennifer Bass
William Hancock
Julia Heiman and Johan Verhulst
Brian Howe
Edward and Debbie Hudelson
Greg and Shelby Humphrey
Heather Hundley and Pete Hollenhorst
Stephen Ingle
Donald and Margaret Jones
Laura and Cheng Kao
Katherine and Daniel Kearns
David and Bettina Kehoe
Marc and Jess Kelwaski
Suzanne and Scott Kern
Ellen Ketterson
Kelly and Michael King
Joyce and Alan Kostecky, In Memory of Jim Swihart
Natalie and Robert Kravchuk, In Memory of Elsieferne Stout
Aleisha Kropf and Stephanie Estell
Tim and Barbara Lam
Diana Lambdin and Frank Lester
Sabine Lammers and Enrico Lunghi
David Lawler and Jan Grant
Diana Lehner
Jean Lennon
Josiah Leuenberger
Angela Lexmond
P. A. Mack
Jane Marsh
Evan and Angela Martin
Charles and Sharon McKeen
Marilyn and Milt Minor
Armin Moczek and Laura Mojonnier
Eric and Hilda Mohr
Roxana Nagosky, In Memory of Norma Olmer
Connie and Tom Nelson Laird
Laura Newton
Roger and Ruth Newton, In Memory of Jim Swihart
Tim and Megan O’Bryan
Harold and Denise Ogren
Joan Olcott
Charles and Patricia Parmenter
William and Phyllis Perkins
Dan and Betsy Pfau, In Honor of Cathy Olmer; In Memory of Norma Olmer and Gladys Pfau
Jennifer Prusak and Brian Broughman
Wesley Ratliff and Mary Burch Ratliff
Phil Richerme
Paul and Idalene Robins
Margaret and Wayne Schuman
Lynn Schwartzberg and Ron Smith
Debora Shaw and Charles Davis, In Memory of Norma P. Schlesinger
Diane and D.J. Sirota
Martha Smiley
Janet and Jeffrey Stake
Ronald and Sarah Stephenson
Emily and Sergio Stern, In Honor of Ellen Stern and Malcolm “Gene” Stern
Karen and Michael Stern, In Honor of Sam Stern
Raymond and Sharon Stoddard
Deborah and Amos Sullivan
Sally Takada and Sibbi Bernhardsson
Anne and Adam Thies
Cheryl Topolgus
Julie Van Voorhis and Andrei Molotiu
Rachel and Alberto Varon
James Vaughan and Ann Richard Vaughan
Nancy and Derek Voskuil
Kristine and Kelly Walsh
Sally Waterhouse
Anne Weiland, In Honor of Harriet and James Castrataro
James and Diane Williams
Wayne and Vivian Winston
Emily Winters
Allison and Brian Yanites
Jeff and Kelly Zaleski

**IN-KIND DONORS (GOODS & SERVICES)**

**Palladium ($10,000+)**
AAJ Arthur Cleaning
Axis Apparel

**Platinum ($5,000-$9,999)**
Roger Hangarter
Markey’s Rental & Staging
Smithville Fiber

**Gold ($2,500-$4,999)**
Oliver Winery
One World Catering
Pizza X
World Arts, Inc.

**Silver ($1,000-$2,499)**
CoderDojo Indiana
Colin Couper
Gold Casters Fine Jewelry
Lake Monroe Boat Rental, Inc.
Catherine Olmer

**Copper ($500-$999)**
Andrew Davis Clothiers
Andrea “Finney” Aufder Heyde
French Lick Resort
Hoosier Heights
Macy’s, Inc.
Silly Safari Shows, Inc.
TJV Balloons

**Friends ($100-$499)**
Argentum Jewelry
Baked! of Bloomington
Bloomington Bagel Company
Bloomington Country Club
Bloomington Playwrights Project
The Bluebird
Cardinal Spirits
Cardinal Stage Company
A Critter’s Chance, Inc.
Downtown Bloomington, Inc.
Goods for Cooks
The Green Nursery
Hilton Garden Inn
Hoosier Eye Doctor
Hyatt Place Bloomington
inBloom Photography
Indiana University Auditorium
IndiGo Birding Nature Tours, LLC
J. L. Waters & Co., Inc.
Know Yoga Know Peace
MacExperience
MaiSunami Nails and Spa
Malibu Grill
Jane Marsh, In memory of Max Marsh
Charles Matson
Mays Greenhouse
Secretly Canadian
Senoj Salon
Ryan Siebert
Smokin’ Jack’s Rib Shack
Target
That’s The Rub Massage Therapy Center
Tivoli Fashions
Touchstone Yoga & Massage
Vance Music Center
World Wide Automotive Service